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As a woman of the baby boomer generation, I along with many of my contemporaries
find ourselves living as part of the “sandwich generation,” meaning a generation
caring for both aging parents and dependent adult children.

Financial empowerment for women, which includes both independence and
knowledge, are important facets that I would like to address in contributing to our
overall well-being. This empowerment is paramount in reducing stress, but most
importantly, it provides us with critical facts that allow us to make informed decisions
about the feasibility and sustainability of financial options and choices that will sustain
both our loved ones and ourselves.

I think there are three key components to this idea of financial empowerment;
securing the right advice, having a plan and implementing that plan.

Finding an advisor who commits and takes the time to thoroughly understand you
and your family’s current and ongoing needs are important. This understanding
should also encompass discerning the family’s unique “aspirational state” and what
that might be on an on-going basis.

Your advisor should demonstrate that they are effective listeners and communicators.
Their questions should be centered not only on just quantitative information, but seek
to understand you and your family’s preferences, values, goals and objectives, as
well as the aspirations that drive them. Throughout the process, it should feel very
interactive and focused on gaining a deep understanding of what is most important to
you. This includes understanding the dynamics in the family, as well as past
experiences, preferred method of communication for each family member and any
special needs.

Your advisor also needs to have ready resources to provide you and your family with
comprehensive and holistic solutions. Engaging an advisor affiliated with an
organization with broad resources, in my opinion, is a solid start since this allows the
advisor to utilize these resources and accompanying team of experts on your behalf.

The next empowerment component is the importance of a plan. A prepared and
written plan is critical for any desired outcome. Having an advisor who takes the time
to understand what is important to you and your family and has the expertise you
need to provide plan options to make fully informed decisions is critical. Since no one
person can be an expert in all areas, this requires the resources of a team approach
through which an effective advisor works to coordinate these resources with expert
specialists, including your own tax preparer or accountant and trust and estate
attorney to name a few.

But what capabilities or resources are critical for the right plan? There are a number
that come to mind:

First is sophisticated fiduciary investment management. It is important your advisor
has the ability to employ an intelligent personalization approach to investment
management that includes an iterative process of gathering specific qualitative and
quantitative information. This is in order to gain a deep understanding of your current
state and circumstances, as well as the conditional needs, expectations and
preferences of the wealth management process for your family and the future.

I would ask how they work with their investment professionals in balancing the need
for capital preservation and growth of principal while meeting any cash flow
requirements. Not only addressing long- and short-term needs, but importantly
understanding how the advisor assists in determining the family’s unique “personal
benchmark” through what we call an intelligently personalized investment strategy –
customized for each family. This is so important in optimizing sustainable outcomes
for families and their beneficiaries.

The second is incorporating any investment management approach with the broader
plan mission of providing tailored solutions to grow, protect, and ultimately transfer

Financial Empowerment for Women
wealth by addressing the banking and borrowing current situations and future
planning needs. Required here are an understanding of effective and tax appropriate
cash management and credit usage planning.

Also incorporated in this broader plan approach is your trust and estate planning
activities and objectives including any philanthropic goals. Lifetime gifting is often
important for many women and families. I believe asking an advisor to describe their
process in which they gain an understanding in assessing and assisting families in
either developing or reaffirming their core values and goals will reveal the advisor’s
depth and experience in philanthropic giving.

An important aspect of developing an overall plan is seeking out full-service trust
capabilities that provide essential fiduciary services such as special needs trusts,
address philanthropic aspirations and any real estate management needs. With
complicated family dynamics, and resources one needs when juggling the interests
of many family members, a corporate trustee can offer you and your family benefits
beyond those of an individual trustee, including objectivity and continuity of service.
Plus, as fiduciary, financial institutions are held to stringent legal and ethical
standards - relieving you of the fiduciary burden associated with the management of
probates, trusts and estates and providing peace of mind.

This entire plan building process will also be one that incorporates both key tax and
nontax advantages. So it’s really important that one knows how their process also
incorporates working closely with each families’ outside tax and legal advisors, in a
coordinated and thoughtful way to optimize impact, tax and estate efficiencies.

Last, but by no means least of the empowerment components, is implementing a
plan. Everything will depend on the proper and effective implementation of a plan.
But what does that really mean? An effective advisor should provide you and your
family with a multi-step plan that specifies both the procedures and timing of each
step of implementation and be with you for each in order to ensure the effectiveness
of the overall plan, In addition, appropriate periodic reviews of the plan
implementation and resulting overall plan progress in conjunction to your stated goals
and objectives should be done. This includes the discussion and development of
investment objectives will be memorialized in an Investment Policy Statement. This
will also be reviewed periodically along with your specific tax and non-tax
considerations to ensure optimal results.

These three key components can provide the financial empowerment for women that
are an ever growing part of most women’s lives as they begin to shoulder the
growing responsibility for the financial health and well-being of themselves and those
they love.

City National Bank
City National Bank, with its 3,900 colleagues, offers a full complement of banking, trust and investment services through 74 offices, including 16 full-service regional
centers, in Southern California, the San Francisco Bay Area, Nevada, New York City, Nashville and Atlanta. City National Private Client Services helps affluent
individuals and their families achieve their unique personal goals by providing solutions that protect, grow and ultimately transition their wealth. City National’s private
client advisors learn what’s important to each client and tailors strategies around those goals combining this approach with unbiased, personalized solutions and
unmatched service.

Carla L. Furuno, CIMA®, CPWA®
Senior Vice President
Regional Manager, Private Client Services
Carla Furuno, Senior Vice President, manages City
National Private Client Services in the San Diego and
Orange County region, leading a team of skilled
professionals who provide holistic wealth management
and banking solutions to high net worth individuals and
their families, professional firms, real estate investors
and non-profit organizations.
Ms. Furuno holds Certified Investment Management
Analyst and Certified Private Wealth Advisor designations as well as
certificates in Personal Financial Planning and Advanced Portfolio
Management. She earned a Master’s Degree in Business Administration
from Pepperdine University. To contact Ms. Furuno, call 949.223.4047.

Non-Deposit investment products are not FDIC insured, are not obligations of or guaranteed by the bank, and are subject to investment risk, including possible loss of
principal. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.
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The divorce process—even with an amicable divorce—can be especially difficult
for a couple with complex finances. In addition to the logistical and legal
challenges of separation, divorcing couples also face the challenge of
disentangling their financial lives.

Our colleague Justin Miller, one of our national wealth strategists who specializes
in family law planning, works closely with high net worth families and their outside
advisors. He notes that it is becoming increasingly common for wealthy couples
over age 50 to divorce, which often results in the need for planning around more
complicated financial issues. For example, after a decades-long career one or
both spouses may have accumulated large tax-deferred retirement plans. They
also may have investments in complex structures and entities, such as private
equity, hedge funds, real estate or business interests. All of these types of
investments are relatively illiquid; that is they can’t be sold quickly and often
require a thoughtful exit strategy to avoid losses.

A divorcing couple might be tempted to simply divvy things up and move on with
their lives, but Justin cautions clients against it. Selling investments without
conducting a thorough analysis of the assets and liabilities involved may have
negative long-term financial repercussions for both parties.

We advise divorcing couples that before making any financial decisions, they
should consider the following four points to ensure that their portfolio is on solid
footing and that they’ll get maximum value from it as they liquidate their assets
and leave the marriage.

1. Recognize the Value of Liquidity
A portfolio weighted too heavily in illiquid investments, such as private equity or
concentrated stock positions, exposes the investor to heightened volatility and

Four Big Cash Flow Mistakes to Avoid in Divorce
risk. An investor in need of cash may find it difficult to sell illiquid assets in a down
market. A diversified portfolio with a reasonable allocation to liquid assets (such as
stocks, which can be sold fairly quickly) can help limit potential losses and provide
an advantage in volatile markets. 

2. Think About Long-Term Needs
A narrow focus on generating income from a portfolio can be a drag on
performance, especially in today’s low interest-rate environment. Investors should
consider whether their need for income and low volatility in the present outweighs
the potential for long-term growth and the ability to provide income in the future. 

3. Consider the Impact of Inflation
Rising inflation and living expenses over time can significantly reduce the value of
a conservatively invested portfolio. For clients with a long-term investment time
horizon (say, 10 to 20 years), investment portfolios should be positioned for
growth and not exclusively for income.

4. Understand Federal and State Tax Laws
Where an investor lives can seriously affect the after-tax returns of his or her
portfolio. Investors should be mindful of the impact of state taxes—not just federal
taxes—when selling their assets. Timing can be critical, especially if the investor
has plans to move from a high-tax state, such as California, to a state with low or
no income taxes, such as Nevada. The investor may be better off waiting to sell
assets until the change in residency is complete.

Work With Professionals to Understanding Your Cash Flow in Divorce
For couples planning a divorce, BNY Mellon Wealth Management helps couples
and their attorneys address liquidity concerns through an in-depth analysis of the
health of their portfolio, helping the clients determine how much they’ll need to
maintain their lifestyle while balancing their wealth transfer and philanthropic
goals.

With the right wealth planning advice and sound portfolio analysis, couples going
through divorce may reach a financial settlement that they both consider fair and
will support each of them in their new lives apart.

About BNY Mellon Wealth Management
BNY Mellon Wealth Management is a leading wealth manager, and was named in
2016 by Family Wealth Report as the top U.S. Private Bank. Barron’s ranked it the
8th largest U.S. wealth manager in 2016. The firm has more than two centuries of
experience in providing services to clients who today include financially successful
individuals and families, their family offices and business enterprises, planned
giving programs, and endowments and foundations. It has $196.9 billion in total
private client assets, as of June, 30, 2016, and an extensive network of offices in
the U.S. and internationally. BNY Mellon Wealth Management, which provides
investment management, custody, wealth and estate planning and private banking
services, conducts business through various operating subsidiaries of The Bank of
New York Mellon Corporation.  For more information go to bnymellonwealth.com or
follow us on Twitter @BNYMellonWealth.

Lori Kenyon Farley, JD
Vice President 

Senior Wealth Director

Syndia K. Attardo
Vice President 

Senior Wealth Manager

BNY Mellon is a global investments company dedicated to helping its clients
manage and service their financial assets throughout the investment life cycle.
Whether providing financial services for institutions, corporations or individual
investors, BNY Mellon delivers informed investment management and investment
services in 35 countries and more than 100 markets. As of June 30, 2016, BNY
Mellon had $29.5 trillion in assets under custody and/or administration, and $1.7
trillion in assets under management. BNY Mellon can act as a single point of
contact for clients looking to create, trade, hold, manage, service, distribute or
restructure investments. BNY Mellon is the corporate brand of The Bank of New
York Mellon Corporation (NYSE: BK). Additional information is available on
www.bnymellon.com. Follow us on Twitter @BNYMellon or visit our newsroom at
www.bnymellon.com/newsroom for the latest company news.

This material is provided for illustrative/educational purposes only. This material is not intended to constitute legal, tax, investment or financial advice. Effort has been
made to ensure that the material presented herein is accurate at the time of publication. However, this material is not intended to be a full and exhaustive explanation of
the law in any area or of all of the tax, investment or financial options available. The information discussed herein may not be applicable to or appropriate for every
investor and should be used only after consultation with professionals who have reviewed your specific situation. 

©2016 The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation

For more information, contact Lori Kenyon Farley at 949.253.5015 or lori.farley@bnymellon.com. Contact Syndia K. Attardo at 949.253.5051
syndia.attardo@bnymellon.com or go to bnymellonwealth.com. Follow us on Twitter @BNYMellonWealth.
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Chamberlain Group is celebrating 40
years of providing trusted wealth
management services to successful
businesses and super affluent
families, helping them to successfully
build, protect and steward their
wealth.

Founded in 1976 as an insurance
agency, Chamberlain Group quickly
earned a stellar reputation for results, and grew to include investments. Few
companies have the ability to blend the vital interplay between insurance and
investments – a talent Chamberlain Group has mastered. “The depth of
experience, talent and passion of this team is remarkable,” shared Mike Kiley,
founder and CEO.

Chamberlain Group specializes in executive benefits, estate and succession
planning, and investment services, and has a reputation for wholeheartedly
understanding clients’ needs and crafting sophisticated, custom-tailored insurance
and investment strategies. “We are deeply committed to the lifelong success and
legacy of our clients,” revealed Mike. More than 90% of clients come from
referrals.

The firm is exceptional at building legacies and creating value for generations.
“Having children changed my life,” says Mike. “It became my top priority to create
a lasting legacy for my family. My wife and I work hard to help others do the
same.” Mike and Dana Kiley, both principals at the firm, have five children.

“We enjoy what we do, and we’ve been blessed with success. Bring on the next
40 years!”

For more information, visit www.cgwealth.com, contact cg@cgwealth.com or
949.553.0313.
Investment Advisory Services offered through Chamberlain Consulting Group, LLC, a CA Registered
Investment Advisor and Spire Wealth Management, LLC, an SEC Registered Investment Advisor.
Securities are offered through Spire Securities, LLC a Registered Broker/Dealer and Member
FINRA/SIPC.

Chamberlain Group Is Celebrating 
40 Years of Trusted Wealth Management
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